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Do you support PRAR adding 6 additional required continuing education hours per license
renewal period as recommended by SCR?
Other (Please Specify) : 1.22%

Not Sure : 28.05%
Yes : 36.59%

No : 34.15%

Answer

Count

Percent

Yes

30

36.59%

No

28

34.15%

Not Sure

23

28.05%

1

1.22%

82

100%

Other (Please Specify)
Total

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Do you support PRAR adding 6 additional required continuing education hours per license renewal period as recommended by SCR? - Text Data for Other (Please
Specify)
06/24/2020 71375169

I have been in real estate for 15 years. I have a GrI, a certified buyer agent, and finish required Ed annually. Newer agents are not educated enough
and those of us who have been in business for years take it seriously. The education needs to be based on experience

What education courses would you like to see offered at PRAR?
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07/15/2020 73945444 Online classes
07/15/2020 73917372 More along the lines of measuring homes, updates on new laws (which you normally do).
07/14/2020 73803895 Safety and ethics
07/14/2020 73786726 Not sure.
07/13/2020 73710420 Financing
07/13/2020 73684180 Steady Info on how to remain Active

07/13/2020 73673126

I am fairly new to real estate; however, considering the times we are currently living in and having to adjust to a "new normal", classes that would
teach/help in terms of marketing, open houses, CMAs, etc.

07/13/2020 73669963 More diversity and inclusion.
07/13/2020 73668623 CE is the priority
07/13/2020 73663533 Safety and Forms

07/13/2020 73632274

Basic Finance options and maybe the requirements needed or available if a buyer OR Anybody has used the loan forbearance and how that
impacts them selling their home now and are planning to buy a home.

07/13/2020 73632630 Working with investors. Relocation services.
07/13/2020 73628743 All of them!
07/13/2020 73624854 Social media marketing
07/13/2020 73623558 The ones you offer are good. Could add more Contracts, forms, etc
07/13/2020 73623768 I'd like to see CE courses available every quarter.
07/13/2020 72573166 More appraisal classes.
07/13/2020 73622336 Commercial Real Estate Courses
07/02/2020 72650680 How to navigate different brokerages and Real Estate Teams for transactions
07/02/2020 72633567 Environmental issues like flood status, sewer/septic, lake property issues
07/01/2020 72585787 Investment
07/01/2020 72572993 Buyer Agency, Credit

07/01/2020 72571180

Contract explanations, Repair Addendum procedures to follow and how to write up, Addendums, Procedures to follow when a client breaches a
listing or purchase contract. Basic Real Estate Practices that most agents do not know how to follow

07/01/2020 72570925 CMA classes
07/01/2020 72570203 A lot more on contracts, disclosure and forms
07/01/2020 72565963 more social media education classes and market analysis.
07/01/2020 72565634 Internet Marketing
07/01/2020 72565304 I prefer to take my classes through Canopy
07/01/2020 72565604 Ethics
06/28/2020 72108329 contracts (forms), agency, CMAs, ethics, proper protocol, organizational skills, tech classes
06/26/2020 71592184 Depends on if the content is relevant.
06/26/2020 71553842 Contracts, Contracts, Contracts. And specifically timelines, deadlines, inspection process vs due diligence and consequences thereto

06/25/2020 71504915

more CEE classes for renewal, information foreclosures and short sale in today's market, Investments, New construction, commercial and land
classes

06/25/2020 71430216 have them completed online
06/25/2020 71421725 More options, courses that meet both SC & NC requirements
06/25/2020 71420098 broker, ce required
06/25/2020 71414197 Ethics and required continuing ed.

06/25/2020 71400681

If they are topics that are beneficial then I can see doing it such as professional in RE, effective communication, set up your RE business, tax
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06/25/2020 71400681

liability for small businesses, contract pitfalls.

06/24/2020 71377838 Investor/flip training

06/24/2020 71375169

You do a great job. Get us ready for renewal and COE. However please alternate classes. I can only do afternoons so make sure you flip the classes
to ensure they are available morning and afternoon.

06/24/2020 71372358 Practical education that adds to growth of our growing, but uneducated licensee population.
06/24/2020 71365335 The basics that we need each yr, maybe some social media marketing classes, and a couple of specialties.
06/24/2020 71353319 Mandatory new forms classes

06/24/2020 71351446

I am always looking for specialized courses to gain additional knowledge, courses about foreclosures, workong with investors, do's and dont's of
social media marketing, etc.

06/24/2020 71351776

Working with sellers, working with buyers, working with investors

06/24/2020 71350558 Title and deed info (CCRs, etc), specifics of loans (FHA, USDA, va) , manufactured homes, zoning, trusts, probate, foreclosure s
06/24/2020 71348739 the unique courses like haunted houses and service animals were enjoyable
06/24/2020 71346322 Similar to NC, I would like to see a mandatory update included in CE.
06/24/2020 71345435 Review of contracts
06/24/2020 71345437 none
06/24/2020 71345305 Commercial, investors, technology
06/24/2020 71342834 Commercial
06/24/2020 71342490 Negotiation. Business Management. Real Estate Financial Management
06/24/2020 71343174 Professionalism; Investment; Commercial
06/24/2020 71343131 commercial, agent development, investing, rental
06/24/2020 71342670 contracts
06/24/2020 71340168 Commercial
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How satisfied are you with the education offered by PRAR?
Unsatisﬁed : 1.22%

Highly Satisﬁed : 23.17%
Neutral : 25.61%

Satisﬁed : 50.00%

Answer

Count

Percent

Highly Satisfied

19

23.17%

Satisfied

41

50%

Neutral

21

25.61%

Unsatisfied

1

1.22%

Highly Unsatisfied

0

0%

82

100%

Total

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

What challenges do you consider to be the greatest in your real estate career?
07/15/2020 73945444 Covid right now. Keeping up with technology
07/15/2020 73942056 Dealing with agents that want to try and text a real estate deal.
07/15/2020 73917372 comparitive analysis
07/14/2020 73803895 client base
07/14/2020 73786726 Finding clients.
07/13/2020 73710420 Technology
07/13/2020 73673126 Prospecting new clients and finding/creating relevant social media content
07/13/2020 73668623 Agents who are not properly trained
07/13/2020 73663533 lack of inventory

07/13/2020 73632274

Breathing through a mask in 93-degree heat showing a vacant home with no utilities. KIDDING!! Mine would be how to ask a buyer to wear a mask I
provide if they are opposed to but still want to preview homes.

07/13/2020 73632630 Working with unprofessional agents
07/13/2020 73628743 Covid
07/13/2020 73624854 Currently, there are so many agents and competition is really high.
07/13/2020 73623768 size of the classroom for core requirement class
07/13/2020 73622966 Finding new clients.
07/13/2020 72573166 Presently, I only do appraisals
07/13/2020 73622336 Attracting new business
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07/02/2020 72650680 Internet makes everyone think they are an expert. And Covid-19
07/02/2020 72633567 Communication with agents on the other side who are not as professional or responsive
07/01/2020 72585787 Unprofessional agents
07/01/2020 72585372 Keeping up the rule changes
07/01/2020 72572993 Organization
07/01/2020 72571180 Dealing with Agents that their Brokers IN Charge have not properly trained.
07/01/2020 72570925 Keeping up with the updates in scar forms.
07/01/2020 72570203 Inventory and highly reduced commissions
07/01/2020 72565963 So much information coming from different sources.
07/01/2020 72565634 Getting my name out there.
07/01/2020 72565304 Low inventory
07/01/2020 72565604 Currently, economics affected by COVID 19
06/29/2020 72298733 Inspections, repairs, short inventory
06/28/2020 72108329 low inventory, pricing the properties for this market

06/26/2020 71592184

Teams, not knowing who their BIC is. Or getting hold of team member to submit an offer. The tend not to respond to try to get the offer internally
which treats our buyers unfairly.

06/26/2020 71553842 Experience has taken a back seat to social media hype and persuasion
06/25/2020 71504915 Dealing with public, respect for agents, and the market
06/25/2020 71499110 Trying to get time for everything.
06/25/2020 71459867 Accurate MLS data, dishonest real estate brokers
06/25/2020 71430216 staying ahead on smart tech, while helping agents focus on basics of growing a business.
06/25/2020 71427795 Consistency
06/25/2020 71420098 keeping clients
06/25/2020 71414197 .
06/25/2020 71408198 Competition increases and e based brokerage.
06/25/2020 71400681 Effective systems, and time management
06/24/2020 71377838 Changing market demands and so many unique transaction types.
06/24/2020 71375169 Simply the market changes. Also the lack of experience for so many agents.

06/24/2020 71372358

Working with inept real estate agents that have never been through a crisis or economic downturn while in real estate and are acting, reacting and
doing business unprofessionally and making transactions difficult.

06/24/2020 71365335 Keeping up with Technology, and changes in laws and contracts and forms.
06/24/2020 71354490 Agents that are not educated. Agents that leave paperwork incomplete. Low Inventory
06/24/2020 71353319 Uneducated agents from out of state whose primary license is w/ NC
06/24/2020 71351446 Adapting to changes in the market and world.
06/24/2020 71351776

coverting leads, getting sellers to list in this market when they can sell themselves

06/24/2020 71350558 Finding details about properties listed by agents who aren't aware of the importance of such details.
06/24/2020 71348558 New agents and BIC's that are not aware of the RE ethics and laws. PRAR eagerness to make presidents.
06/24/2020 71348739 finding clients
06/24/2020 71346322 Training and education.
06/24/2020 71345435 Times and French of classes
06/24/2020 71345437 inventory
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06/24/2020 71345305 Technology
06/24/2020 71344349 Limited listings
06/24/2020 71342834 COVID19
06/24/2020 71342490 Maintaining a profitable business.
06/24/2020 71343174 Unprofessionalism and reluctance to get involved
06/24/2020 71343131 Staying on top of marketing for new clients
06/24/2020 71342670 getting listings
06/24/2020 71341845 Qualified leads
06/24/2020 71340168 Finding Clients

What challenges, directly related to COVID-19, do you consider to be the greatest?
07/17/2020 74200876 In person classes.
07/15/2020 73945444 Showing property
07/15/2020 73942056 Dealing with agents that want to try and text a real estate deal.Showing properties we have this, especially when it’s older people that own them.
07/15/2020 73917372 showing homes
07/14/2020 73803895 none I am a new realtor and was able to get a jump on a marketing strategy
07/14/2020 73786726 Showing homes.
07/13/2020 73710420 Technology
07/13/2020 73684180 Limited customer facing interactions
07/13/2020 73673126 Easing the concerns of potential sellers
07/13/2020 73669963 Don’t have one.
07/13/2020 73668623 Face to face interaction
07/13/2020 73663533 Keeping myself and clients safe
07/13/2020 71376437 Lack of listings.

07/13/2020 73632274

Knowing All the different county/township/local/state laws requirements on wearing masks, and how to mandate the client wear one when
needed.

07/13/2020 73632630 People wanting to enter the real estate market but are hesitant due to job insecurity and fears of the virus.
07/13/2020 73628743 Keeping our large number of agents safe at the office.
07/13/2020 73624854 The public being scared to move due to the drop in the stock market and their investments Fear has them frozen.

07/13/2020 73623558

Despite our market is healthy right now due to the low inventory, at one point the economy will be affected by this pandemic and the Real estate
market will suffer along with that.

07/13/2020 73623768 a mask should be optional
07/13/2020 73622966 Touring occupied homes that might be a health hazard.
07/13/2020 72573166 Going into homes with people
07/13/2020 73622336 Attracting new listings due to inventory shrink during COVID-19
07/13/2020 73621758 Seller fear
07/02/2020 72650680 People not wanting to tour property or owners not allowing tours.
07/02/2020 72633567 Lack of inventory
07/01/2020 72585787 Having to meet strangers
07/01/2020 72585372 My age and health
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07/01/2020 72585372 My age and health
07/01/2020 72572993 Showing Homes
07/01/2020 72571180 Liability of showing homes, Liability of listing homes.
07/01/2020 72570925 Clients not being able to get loans due to companies being shut down.
07/01/2020 72570203 catching the virus
07/01/2020 72565634 Acquiring business
07/01/2020 72565304 None
07/01/2020 72565604 Job loss.
06/29/2020 72298733 Length of time we are affected by the restrictions caused by the virus

06/28/2020 72108329

Just going out in public is a challenge for me, (high risk) so showing homes safely, listing homes safely, keeping up with all the different
regulations, city, state, county, that in and of itself is almost a full time job.

06/26/2020 71592184 Social distancing. you need to stay with your clients when showing homes.

06/26/2020 71553842

Loss of the effectiveness of face to face, in-person discussion, instruction, and guidance which creates RELATIONSHIP instead of just giving
directions they think they already know

06/25/2020 71504915 being around public with unknown of who has COVID-19
06/25/2020 71499110 Delays on lender ends and trying to make deadlines for inspections.
06/25/2020 71459867 state and local government shutdowns are killing business
06/25/2020 71430216 job loss will affect our market in a big way over the next 12 mos.
06/25/2020 71427795 Unsure showing conditions
06/25/2020 71420098 open house restrictions
06/25/2020 71414197 .
06/25/2020 71408198 Lack of client confidence in their future ability to own homes.
06/25/2020 71400681 Unemployment, furloughs, clients uncertainty, lack of inventory, limited contact in with clients and in our office.
06/24/2020 71377838 Limited inventory
06/24/2020 71375169 The market hit.
06/24/2020 71372358 fear from buyers and sellers - coupled with sellers or buyers that don't really care.
06/24/2020 71365335 Don't get me started. I think the whole thing is a hoax. And it is not a pandemic, but an evil plandemic.
06/24/2020 71354490 Getting agents to abide by Covid 19 rules while showing listings.
06/24/2020 71353319 none

06/24/2020 71351446

Changing procedures and routines to be in compliance and keep everyone safe while still doing everything possible to fulfill all my duties to them
at the highest level.

06/24/2020 71351776

sellers taking homes off the market

06/24/2020 71350558 Housing shortage
06/24/2020 71348558 None
06/24/2020 71348739 not being able to meet in person
06/24/2020 71346322 Availability to show homes.
06/24/2020 71345435 Failure of the majority of people wearing masks and social distance
06/24/2020 71345437 people being afraid to have their houses shown
06/24/2020 71345305 No open houses
06/24/2020 71344349 Buyers concerns with Covid
06/24/2020 71342834 I'm in commercial real estate and everything paused... you can't lease, buy retail etc. if you can't open and operate
06/24/2020 71342490 The fear-driven paranoia.
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06/24/2020 71342490 The fear-driven paranoia.
06/24/2020 71343174 Face-to-Face meetings
06/24/2020 71343131 the unknown and uncertainty. scary
06/24/2020 71342670 none
06/24/2020 71341845 Providing mask, gloves and sanitizer. They are so hard to find, and you go through them so fast.
06/24/2020 71340168 Technology for going Virtual

Are there resources you feel PRAR should provide that are currently not provided?
07/15/2020 73945444 No
07/15/2020 73917372 N/A
07/14/2020 73786726 Not sure.
07/13/2020 73710420 I’m not sure yet. I have just returned after being out of real estate for 9 yrs.
07/13/2020 73673126 No
07/13/2020 73669963 No
07/13/2020 73668623 No
07/13/2020 73663533 n/a
I think it would be great to see a 2-3 minute video on any local updates on town council changes, local real estate topics/changes in our
07/13/2020 73632274 communities or even things like updates on the expansion of the park in Rock Hill or the Panthers Facility may be done once a quarter by a board
member.
07/13/2020 73632630 N/A
07/13/2020 73628743 No
07/13/2020 73624854 No but I think you should really try to recruit more local agents to choose you to be their association vs Charlotte.
07/13/2020 73623558 I don't think so
07/13/2020 73623768 update website
07/13/2020 73622966 None
07/13/2020 72573166 Maybe legal advice
07/13/2020 73622336 None
07/02/2020 72650680 Free E-sign platform
07/02/2020 72633567 No
07/01/2020 72585787 No
07/01/2020 72585372 No
07/01/2020 72572993 Trends Etc
07/01/2020 72571180 Too many to mention
07/01/2020 72570925 No
07/01/2020 72570203 More education offered to members
07/01/2020 72565963 none I can think of
07/01/2020 72565634 More help with advertising such as a centralized Online location for consumers to find agents in our area
07/01/2020 72565304 Honestly I don't use PRAR as a resource
07/01/2020 72565604 No
06/29/2020 72298733 None
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06/26/2020 71592184 no
06/26/2020 71553842 not sure
06/25/2020 71504915 not that I can think of.
06/25/2020 71499110 Zoom classes for CE.

06/25/2020 71459867

develop forum to address need for infrastructure in York Co. Roads, schools, etc. Rock Hill beyond Knowledge Park & Panthers is deteriorating.
Affordable housing(beyond city apts) needs a forum to promote in city in-fill strategies

06/25/2020 71430216

I think PRAR has an opportunity to grow with encouraging inclusiveness-- long gone are the days of the good old boy club. Also, there is a need for
diversity in the board-- diversity of firms.

06/25/2020 71427795 Better classes
06/25/2020 71420098 member directories
06/25/2020 71414197 No
06/25/2020 71400681 Continuing to provide updates and information at the state and local level are the best
06/24/2020 71377838 No
06/24/2020 71375169 No. You are doing well.
06/24/2020 71372358 no
06/24/2020 71365335 No I think you do a great job.
06/24/2020 71354490 no
06/24/2020 71353319 no

06/24/2020 71351446

I have been struggling to find accurate information on the PPP and EIDL loans with how they specifically relate to real estate agents and what they
can be used for in our business. I haven't found that on any site though so I am guessing that no one really has that from the SBA.

06/24/2020 71351776

na

06/24/2020 71350558 Not sure
06/24/2020 71348558 Honesty and transparency
06/24/2020 71348739 no
06/24/2020 71346322 No.
06/24/2020 71345435 Protective items offered for sale in PRAR. Disinfectant wipes can be difficult to find in local stores.
06/24/2020 71345437 no
06/24/2020 71345305 ???
06/24/2020 71342834 More Commercial RE support

06/24/2020 71342490

I believe PRAR's mission is two things: 1) To advocate in the local political community on behalf of local members, and 2) To provide required CE
Education courses at a reasonable cost to local members.

06/24/2020 71343174 Diversity Committee
06/24/2020 71343131 cant think of anything specific at moment
06/24/2020 71341845 Not that I know of
06/24/2020 71340168 Technology
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Are you currently on any PRAR committees?
Other (Please Specify) : 3.66%

Yes : 8.54%

No : 87.80%

Answer

Count

Percent

Yes

7

8.54%

No

72

87.8%

3

3.66%

82

100%

Other (Please Specify)
Total

20%

40%

Are you currently on any PRAR committees? - Text Data for Other (Please Specify)
06/25/2020 71400681 State Ethics committee
06/24/2020 71342834 BOARD
06/24/2020 71342490 I've served on and chaired all the committees over time including President, etc. It's time for others to lead.
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60%

80%

100%

Are you interested in being on or chairing a PRAR committee and if so, denote which
committee?
RPAC : 3.03%
Finance : 3.03%

Social : 24.24%

Other (Please Specify) : 60.61%

Aﬃliate : 9.09%

Answer

Count

Percent

RPAC

1

3.03%

Finance

1

3.03%

Social

8

24.24%

Affiliate

3

9.09%

Other (Please Specify)

20

60.61%

Total

33

100%

20%

40%

60%

Are you interested in being on or chairing a PRAR committee and if so, denote which committee? - Text Data for Other (Please Specify)
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80%

100%

07/15/2020 73945444 Do not want to join or chair a committee.
07/13/2020 73673126 Not sure
07/13/2020 73632274 Where needed
07/13/2020 73624854 No
07/13/2020 73623768 not at this time
07/13/2020 72573166 None right now
07/02/2020 72650680 Not sure
07/01/2020 72571180 Not sure
07/01/2020 72565304 None
06/29/2020 72298733 Board of Directors
06/28/2020 72108329 Education
06/26/2020 71592184 no
06/25/2020 71414197 None
06/24/2020 71365335 not enough time for being on a committee
06/24/2020 71351776

None

06/24/2020 71348739 none
06/24/2020 71346322 Professional Standards
06/24/2020 71345437 none
06/24/2020 71345305 None
06/24/2020 71342490 See above.
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If you do not regularly attend member meetings, what would motivate you to do so?

Other (Please Specify) : 23.19%

I do attend regularly : 34.78%

Better Food Options : 2.90%

Diﬀerent Day or Time : 14.49%

More Convenient Location : 7.25%

Better Speakers : 17.39%

Answer

Count

I do attend regularly

Percent

24

34.78%

5

7.25%

Better Speakers

12

17.39%

Different Day or Time

10

14.49%

Better Food Options

2

2.9%

Other (Please Specify)

16

23.19%

Total

69

100%

More Convenient Location

20%

40%

60%

80%

If you do not regularly attend member meetings, what would motivate you to do so? - Text Data for Other (Please Specify)
07/13/2020 72573166 Used to go to all. Dues used to cover a luncheon each month. Now we don't have any. Don't want to go to a bar.
07/01/2020 72565304 More relevant topics, member services, and a bigger presence in the community
06/28/2020 72108329 if I had more time in my schedule
06/25/2020 71504915 currently having health issues but about to get back to real estate full time real soon
06/25/2020 71459867 my schedule conflicts prohibit me
06/25/2020 71420098 live in charleston
06/25/2020 71400681 Better speakers would be helpful but also a different venue or layout of the meeting, the meetings feel dated and not new and fresh
06/24/2020 71351446 Additional reminders, I usually forget to put them on my calendar and forget about them
06/24/2020 71351776 time availability
06/24/2020 71345437 nothing
06/24/2020 71342490 I attend as I can based on my other personal and business commitments
06/24/2020 71343131 staying informed
06/24/2020 71342670 reminders the day before and the day of
06/24/2020 71341845 Just joined, but will attend regularly

What events would you attend if offered by PRAR?
07/15/2020 73945444 None I am BIC of small firm. I have limited flexibility to my schedule as I help staff the office alot.
07/15/2020 73917372 Not sure, depend on the subject matter.
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100%

07/14/2020 73803895 don't have anything to reference it to
07/14/2020 73786726 Not sure.
07/13/2020 73684180 Networking events, Lunch & Learn
07/13/2020 73673126 If I'm available, I will attend
07/13/2020 73669963 Any

07/13/2020 73632274

I have always gotten something from the meetings and just being around other Realtors and people from the Association. I think it creates an
opportunity for conversations and builds relationships that are so desperately needed right now ( Or AFTER the COVID 19) calms down a bit.

Need multiple choice in this question. I don’t know what you offer to begin with. You really need to get a marketing person to help you get the
07/13/2020 73624854 word out. Develop a social media site instead of just sending out wordy boring emails. I personally don’t read them cause I have too many other
higher priority emails.
07/13/2020 73623558 Social, Educational
07/13/2020 73623768 Community Events: Regarding Updates to Rock Hill Stadium, Sports Center, current community-building happenings.
07/13/2020 72573166 Back to luncheon at building. Christmas party.
07/13/2020 73622336 Educational Courses
07/02/2020 72650680 Social, Networking, Learning...
07/02/2020 72633567 Charity fundraisers
07/01/2020 72585372 Classes that count toward our required continuing ed
07/01/2020 72571180 Free Workshops
07/01/2020 72570203 Social is good, face to face classes when we can
07/01/2020 72565963 Possibly future town planning for York county.
07/01/2020 72565634 Internet marketing help
07/01/2020 72565304 Events that bring the community and agents together giving us a bigger presence
06/29/2020 72298733 Lunch and learn
06/28/2020 72108329 I really enjoyed the BIC updates Dianna Brouthers did, would love to see that come back Maybe some evening wine and cheese get togethers
06/26/2020 71592184 -06/26/2020 71553842 at this point, considering retiring
06/25/2020 71504915 classes
06/25/2020 71499110 Luncheons
06/25/2020 71459867 County and City planning and development information sessions present 1-10 year growth plans
06/25/2020 71430216 After the pandemic, let's get social! There doesn't need to be an agenda, but it would be nice to have an interesting speaker. Maybe trivia?
06/25/2020 71427795 Lunch and learn
06/25/2020 71420098 social
06/25/2020 71414197 .
06/25/2020 71408198 Most all
06/25/2020 71400681 Anything with running a small business, investing in RE, contract pitfalls
06/24/2020 71375169 Later in day. Zoom meetings.
06/24/2020 71365335 Not something I have thought about.
I would love some sort of business planning clinic run by a CPA to help guide agents on things like hiring a CPA, setting up LLC/S-Corp, how to
06/24/2020 71351446 structure banking accounts, Quickbooks, etc. I've been winging it for 3 years now and am just now getting everything set up correctly, I think all
agents should be able to learn this right at the beginning.
06/24/2020 71351776

mastermind events

06/24/2020 71348558 More online meetings
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06/24/2020 71348739 I do attend
06/24/2020 71346322 Lunch and learn events.
06/24/2020 71345435 Law related issues. I missed the one with Trey Nantz
06/24/2020 71345437 none
06/24/2020 71345305 Social, networking, etc
06/24/2020 71342834 Mixer, Happy Hour, Coffee Networking, great speakers or industry conference
06/24/2020 71342490 None at this time other than CE courses
06/24/2020 71343174 Any and all
06/24/2020 71343131 lunch and learns
06/24/2020 71341845 Community outreach
06/24/2020 71340168 None

Do you have any interest in joining the PRAR board of directors?

Yes : 10.26%

Maybe In the Future : 32.05%

No : 57.69%

Answer

Count

Percent

Yes

8

10.26%

No

45

57.69%

Maybe In the Future

25

32.05%

Total

78

100%
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Are you aware of the benefits gained from RPAC Advocacy efforts for you and your career on the
LOCAL, STATE, and NATIONAL Level?

No : 31.58%

Yes : 68.42%

Answer

Count

Percent

Yes

52

68.42%

No

24

31.58%

Total

76

100%
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60%

80%

100%

Would you like PRAR to procure a SAFETY APP contract (ex: FOREWARN/SAFESHOWINGS) for our
members, adding the cost to your annual dues by an estimated $40 per year?

Other (Please Specify) : 10.26%

Yes : 24.36%

No : 65.38%

Answer

Count

Percent

Yes

19

24.36%

No

51

65.38%

8

10.26%

78

100%

Other (Please Specify)
Total

20%

40%

Would you like PRAR to procure a SAFETY APP contract (ex: FOREWARN/SAFESHOWINGS) for our members, adding the cost to your annual dues by an estimated $40 per
year? - Text Data for Other (Please Specify)

2020 Member Survey

07/14/2020 73803895 not sure
07/13/2020 73632274 Would need to know more
07/13/2020 73623558 need more info
07/13/2020 73623768 undecided
06/25/2020 71504915 not sure
06/25/2020 71430216 no- my company offers this for free
06/25/2020 71427795 Don’t understand
06/24/2020 71365335 would have to know more about it
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